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1: Metroid Prime Review - GameSpot
If the player completes Metroid Prime, Samus's Fusion Suit can be unlocked for use in Prime; if the player completes
Metroid Fusion, depending on the game version, an emulated version of either the original FDS version or the NES port
of Metroid can be unlocked.

Get the latest news and videos for this game daily, no spam, no fuss. Metroid Prime is the best GameCube
game to date. Many were rightfully skeptical about whether an unknown Texas-based developer could take the
classic open-ended, side-scrolling action adventure gameplay formula of the Metroid series and successfully
translate it into 3D. And these are the people who will no doubt come away most impressed of all with
Metroid Prime, which is in every respect a pure and true successor to the series of games that inspired it. At
the same time, those who have never played a Metroid game before are likely to be just as taken with Metroid
Prime. This first-person action adventure game is filled with so much detail, style, and originality that literally
every gamer should play it. Samus Aran is back in the biggest, best Metroid game yet. So the pacing is
deliberate at times, though the going is never slow. Clad in her distinctive red-and-gold power suit, Samus is a
self-sufficient and versatile, and controlling her is quite a bit different from what you may be used to in
first-person games. This game draws you in not with storytelling but with a vast, seamless 3D world that
sprawls out in front of you in all directions, just waiting for you to discover all its many secrets. These secrets
are justified: All this is suggestive of one of the most impressive accomplishments of Metroid Prime: It never
breaks you out of the experience of the game. The far-flung futuristic technology and the imaginative alien
world come across as surprisingly believable. Her default view, the combat visor, provides a clear,
straightforward picture of her surroundings and features a helpful radar display for tracking enemy movement.
In this mode, Samus can easily target and accurately fire upon any enemies in the vicinity. Objects that can be
scanned are denoted with colored icons visible only in scanning mode, and truly important objects are clearly
highlighted, effectively giving you the option to bypass all the other unknown items of lesser import. While
the notion of reading pseudo-scientific text while playing Metroid Prime may not sound very appealing, it
actually works pretty well as a sort of storytelling device. Retro Studios has done the impossible: This truly is
Metroid in 3D. In addition to her combat visor and scan visor, Samus will eventually find a thermal visor used
for detecting heat signatures of living creatures or energy sources and an X-ray visor used for detecting
illusions or incorporeal objects. The classic Metroid weapons are all here. Her ice beam can freeze foes in
their tracks, making them brittle enough that they can be shattered. And her plasma beam shoots intensely hot
lavalike rays that can disintegrate victims on the receiving end. Samus gains the ability to charge up an
especially powerful blast from each of these weapons, and she can also fire a limited number of ballistic
missiles that can be combined with any of the main weapons for a number of extremely damaging special
attacks. The left analog stick is normally used to move forward and backward and turn left and right. Strafing
from side to side is accomplished by holding the left trigger in while moving the analog stick in the desired
direction, while looking up or down is handled by holding the right trigger in while moving in the desired
direction. Metroid Prime is fresh and innovative. But fear not, because Samus will assuredly have to contend
with some extremely strong adversaries, many of which require some vastly different tactics to defeat. The
space pirates also make for some fine adversaries, as these hulking, mantislike creatures come in a number of
dangerous varieties and can be quite clever in a fight. Just as Metroid Prime focuses equally on action and
exploration, so does its challenge equally stem from dangerous enemies and environmental obstacles. For one
thing, Samus will need to do a lot of jumping to get where she needs to go. Jumping mechanics are notoriously
bad in almost every single first-person game, but Metroid Prime miraculously bucks this trend. In fact, the
game has no levels. Using a classic convention of the Metroid series--areas of Tallon IV are walled off by
iris-shaped doors that must be shot open using your beam weapons--the game manages to quietly, invisibly
stream new content in the background as you move along. The benefits to there being no loading times in the
game cannot be overstated. One way to put it is, after playing Metroid Prime, you may find that most
level-based games seem somehow primitive to you. How the designers were able to make environments that
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have a natural feel and yet are easy to explore without seeming contrived is an utter mystery. The designers at
Retro Studios are extremely talented. Metroid Prime has as much variety in its gameplay as it does in its
environments. At the same time, those unfamiliar with Metroid will be really surprised when they first see
Samus roll up into a perfect sphere that can hurtle about like a living bowling ball. Samus can switch to morph
ball mode at any time, causing the game to casually switch to a third-person point of view, in which Samus
can move about very quickly or creep her way into otherwise inaccessible areas. Considering the vastness of
Tallon IV, finding your way around is surprisingly manageable. By pressing the Z button at any point during
play, you can call up a 3D map of the area that, at first, looks terrifying, with winding passageways veering off
in every direction. So the early going is actually fairly linear, though you always have the option to put off
your next objective and see what you can find off the beaten path. It would have been nice if the map allowed
you to plot waypoints, but it still greatly facilitates your exploring. Ironically, the criticisms that can be leveled
against Metroid Prime are associated with certain conventions that are integral to the Metroid series and must
have been deliberately put into this game to keep things faithful. For instance, the notion of having to
backtrack through previously explored areas has grown unpopular with gamers over the years, and yet
backtracking is certainly required in Metroid Prime. Just like in past Metroid games, enemies in Metroid
Prime respawn soon after you leave an area. These players should at least appreciate that Samus never sustains
damage from falling another Metroid convention and that there are no do-or-die jumps in the game. If you fall,
you can try again. The lack of any real narrative might also disappoint some players, and finally, someone,
somewhere will complain that Metroid Prime has no multiplayer features. Metroid Prime grows on you as you
play. Crisp, clean textures and complex geometry can be seen throughout, and while not all the graphics are
jaw-dropping, all the little things add up to give the game an unparalleled visual presentation. For good
measure, Metroid Prime supports progressive-scan displays.
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2: Metroid Prime (Metroid Recon)
Metroid Prime (ãƒ¡ãƒˆãƒã‚¤ãƒ‰ãƒ—ãƒ©ã‚¤ãƒ Metoroido Puraimu) is the first 3D Metroid game, released on
November 17, It was developed by Nintendo-owned Retro Studios and published by Nintendo for the Nintendo
GameCube.

Make sure you have beaten Metroid Fusion though. To unlock the Metroid Fusion Suit, do the exact same
thing only dont beat fusion, but beat prime. In this mode, enemies attacks are more powerful than normal.
Instead, head to the Temple Access the room visible when you are finished saving on your ship. Lock on to
the first Seedling and back up. Without letting your lock on reticule pass the door connecting the Landing Site
with Temple Access, head back to your ship and carefully position yourself on the rear right thruster on the
ship. Now, execute a dash jump dash right, off of the ship, and let go of L when the dash is executed and
continue to the Alcove. Your Space Jump Boots await you! Mario Suicidal Wall Metroids First, get a metroid
latched onto you. Next, lay a bomb and position yourself next to a wall, so that when the metroid is dislodged,
it gets stuck in the wall. Wait a couple seconds, and the metroid should simply explode. This is particularly
useful against the Fission Metroids, especially when low on Power bombs. With enough Missiles, he dies in
one hit. While in his air form, wait until he flies above you and crashes down on you. Before he flies back up,
hit him with the boost ball. If done correctly, he will lose his wings and the ground form will begin. When you
are in Chozo Ruins, look up. You will find many birds flying around, ready for the killing. Shoot at them, and
you will see their feathers gently fall if you shoot them correctly. Mario maniac Easy Metroid Prime Core
battle Near the point at which you start is something resembling a twig embedded into the ground. The only
things that can hurt you are the short range lunge attack and spawned Metroids, which fall easily anyway.
Curiously, while standing here, Metroid Prime will not change emission spectra without laying a pool of
Phazon, which helps the fight along considerably. Now lock onto the Omega pirate and walk to his left, start
scanning him and walk toward him until a Cinema screen appears. When the movie screen appears press start
to skip this little movie. You should see him without the stasis chamber around him. The following passwords
are for the Classic Metroid game.
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3: Metroid Prime - Wikipedia
The screens are still a little darker in this section but because of the fact that Metroid Fusion has a bit more lighting in
some areas than Metroid Prime, you can much more easily depict these. My gripes with the guide.

It was the first 3D Metroid game and is officially classified by Nintendo as a first-person adventure rather than
a first-person shooter due to the large exploration elements in the game. It was either released directly before
or after the Game Boy Advance video game Metroid Fusion the former for America and the latter for Japan,
Europe, and every other market that got the game. Melee as a playable character. Like all games in the series,
Metroid Prime stars intergalactic bounty hunter Samus Aran. Other familiar faces such as Ridley , the Space
Pirates and the Metroid also appear Kraid was originally going to appear, but was taken out. The game is the
first of a three part video game series that also include Metroid Prime 2: Echoes and Metroid Prime 3:
Corruption for the GameCube and Wii , respectively. A side game, Metroid Prime Hunters , was released for
the Nintendo DS while on the same console a semi re-imaginning of this game was released in the form of
Metroid Prime Pinball. The game was highly acclaimed by most critics and received multiple game of the year
awards from, and not exactly limited to, GameSpot , Gamespy , EGM , Nintendo Power and Edge. Contents [
show ] Gameplay A traditional Metroid game basically is a sidescrolling sci-fi shooter. The games never
strayed too far off, until Prime came along. The newly found developers meant to create a Metroid game
rather than just another first person shooter, and fans and critics alike agree that they successfully
accomplished this most challenging goal. While some of the elements are distinct and unfamiliar to the series,
it certainly seems to have that special Metroid "essence" that makes the series so special. The game has
abandoned the sidescrolling perspective and is a full-fledged 3D adventure game. Staying true to the series,
the game takes place in a large, free-roaming world, and includes plenty of diversions and out-of-the-way
areas, most of which can only be accessed by gaining special abilities or enhancements. The huge world
Tallon IV in which the game takes place is connected via elevators that take you to the multiple different
sections, each one being dramatically different from one another. Like the Metroid video games preceding it,
each area has a multitude of rooms each banded together and separated by doors that can be opened simply by
shooting them. The shooting aspect has also been immensely improved. To make the gameplay a tad more
accessible, the developers have incorporated a unique lock-on system which allows the player to track enemies
and certain objects simply by pressing the L button. For those who want to aim less readily, then that person is
capable of pressing the R button which will allow him or her to point more directly at an unlockable object. A
popular ability of the protagonist Samus Aran is being able to transform into a Morph Ball , which reduces her
to the size arguably of a bowling ball, allowing her to access areas that were previously impassable. With
these bombs, she is capable to damage potential enemies and launch herself upwards, making her perform a
sort of jump. In this form, the player will look through a third-person perspective rather than a first as you
normally do. The missiles are among the most popular, and the most potent and available weapons in the
game. Her suit will also go through improvements as well; for example, the Varia Suit will allow her to walk
through scorching areas, though will not make her immune to intense lava and fire. One of the most popular
and new features in the game is the scan system. With this, Samus Aran is capable of learning the history and
abilities of the world and the creatures surrounding her. Almost everything that moves is scannable, giving the
player a grand backstory and a more improved plot if they wish for it. Plot The developers have included a
constructive and extensive story that help develops the story of Samus Aran and the many different themes,
species, and antagonists of the series, along with giving new worlds to explore and learn about. If the player
wishes, he or she is given the chance to learn more about every aspect of the plot by scanning the copious
objects in the game. In the beginning, Samus Aran will land on the Frigate Orpheon , responding to a distress
call she received. Corruption for the Wii. Samus escapes, though she looses all of her weapons through an
electrical surge that resulted in the destruction. Samus makes an appropriate decision and follows him onto the
planet. Once landed on the planet, Samus was required to find Chozo Artifacts in order to enter the Chozo
Temple, which at the time the Space Pirates were attempting to break through. While exploring the Phendrana
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Drifts, she comes across the first Metroids in the game in a Space Pirate lab. Setting The game mostly takes
place on the planet known as Tallon IV, which features a diverse environment that consists of scorching
underground segments, icy tundras, eerie forests, Phazon mines and desert ruins. The first portion of the game
takes place on a ship that got ambushed, though it can basically be considered a training stage. The actual
atmopshere can sustain human life, among other life forms. There is a healthy amount of oxygen and plenty of
vegetation and meat for their respective consumers. Characters Samus Aran - Samus is the female protagonist
who has appeared as the playable character in almost every Metroid video game to date. Metroid Prime - The
primary antagonist of the Prime trilogy, Metroid Prime is a mutated beast that was the result of a mixture with
Phazon. Samus defeated it at the end of the game, though it fused with a stolen Phazon Suit and was reborn as
Dark Samus. Development Concept art for an ice environment. The developers of Metroid Prime, Retro
Studios, opened their doors in as a developer of Nintendo games. In the beginning they had four games
planned, one of them including the revival of Metroid.
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4: Metroid Prime | Nintendo | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Metroid Fusion is an action-adventure game video game published by Nintendo for the Game Boy Advance handheld
game console in The fourth installment in the Metroid series, it was developed by Nintendo Research & Development 1,
which previously developed the game Super Metroid.

She is attacked by parasitic organisms known as X. On the BSL station, Samus loses consciousness and her
ship crashes. They cure her with a vaccine made from cells taken from the infant Metroid that Samus adopted
on SR She is sent to investigate. Samus escapes but the lab is destroyed. It also reveals that the SA-X has
asexually reproduced , subsequently cloning itself. The computer advises Samus to leave the station. As
Samus prepares to leave, she is attacked by an Omega Metroid. The Game Boy Color -like graphics were not
well received. He continued, saying, "Many of our designers and creators want to challenge something new
rather than simply porting over an old title. If you can challenge something new, you can look forward to the
public response, be it good or bad. Metroid Fusion offers a more direct, almost mission-based structure that
supports the player to explore areas. The system director, Takehiko Hosokawa, states that while parts of old
Metroid gameplay remain in Fusion, the developers decided to introduce new elements to the game. Missiles
were further expanded with two "upgrades", much like the various beam upgrades: Other minor abilities were
added to Fusion, such as climbing walls and ceilings. The health and missile drops are replaced by X Parasites
that are similarly released after defeating enemies. Hamano aimed for "serious, ambient music rather than
melody" because she did not want the exploration themes to be "annoying". She also borrowed jingles that
were previously used in Super Metroid, and arranged them for Fusion. As Nintendo of America wanted the
developers to look for "Hollywood-like" voice actors , Hamano added a voice of an announcer. The
developers were planning on featuring voice acting into the game, but the voices were only used for warning
announcements due to ROM cartridge limitations. The second disc contain musical tracks from Fusion, along
with an additional track arranged by Shinji Hosoe.
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5: Metroid Fusion - Wikipedia
Metroid Fusion is easily one of the most solid soundtracks in the series, building off the orchestral hybrid found in Super
www.enganchecubano.com score was composed by Minako Hamano in her directorial debut, with assistance by Akira
Fujiwara.

While exploring an underground cavern, Samus encounters a Hornoad and dispatches it with a Missile.
However, upon its defeat, the Hornoad turns into an unknown, amorphous organism known as an X Parasite ,
which immediately infects Samus. Research Station, her central nervous system is compromised, causing her
to lose consciousness and control of her ship. She is ejected via an escape pod, and the ship crashes into a
nearby asteroid belt. Once she recovers, Samus, clad in the Fusion Suit , is given a new ship with a built-in
computer through which she receives orders and is tasked with investigating the B. Research Station after it is
marred by a large explosion. It is also the source of the explosion in the Quarantine Bay. Once the upgrade is
obtained, Samus is alerted of an emergency in Sector 3. Expecting humans, Samus is surprised to find
Dachoras and Etecoons , both of which she previously met on Zebes. With an unexpected Plasma Beam in
tow, Samus returns to Sector 5 to investigate reports of damage caused by an organism known as Nightmare ,
one of the specimens transported to the station from the Bottle Ship. Once Samus defeats the significantly
more deadly machine, she is told to evacuate the sector because she is being stalked by the SA-X. Metroids in
the Restricted Lab Her escape route leads her through the Restricted Laboratory , an uncharted portion of the
station containing Metroids in their larval, Alpha , Gamma , and Zeta forms. Samus encounters the SA-X, but
the latter becomes distracted when larval Metroids escape from their holding tank and engage the parasite. It
fires upon them, initiating a lockdown and ejection sequence. Samus escapes from the lab, and it is sent out
into space, where it explodes. More pressing, however, is the fact that because the SA-X reproduces asexually
like all X Parasites, no fewer than ten are on board the station. Its eyes glow when Samus approaches, and she
is forced into battle with an X version of her nemesis. After it takes damage, it becomes a massive, misshapen
monstrosity. Samus manages to reduce it to its base X form, though it flees before she can absorb it. Samus
has three minutes to return to her ship and escape the station. She reaches the docking bay, only to find her
ship missing. In its place is an Omega Metroid. It attacks her, leaving her at the brink of death. The Omega
Metroid damages it and permanently reduces it to its base form. Musing about how her actions will be
interpreted by future generations, Samus flies off into the deep recesses of space, awaiting her next
assignment. X Parasite As it turned out, most of the specimens brought to B. L Station for research purposes
have been infected by X parasites. They multiply quickly and kill the host creature, also absorbing its DNA
and can even use it to mimic the host. These have the same abilities as the original creature. Destroying the
mimicked creature will set the X parasite free. As the only predator of the X are the Metroids, the vaccine
inserted into Samus has made her invulnerable to X effects. She also can now absorb the X that have no host.
It can also give her back some of her latent abilities that have not been functioning since her Power Suit has
been taken off. When the parasite is not absorbed, it will begin to mimic a creature again.
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6: Metroid Database Metroid Prime - Metroid Database
Der Fusion Suit ist ein freischaltbarer Suit im Spiel,es gibt 4 Arten von www.enganchecubano.com SpaÃŸ beim
Anschauen.

The Zebesian Space Pirates abducted the Metroid specimen with the intention of using it as a powerful
weapon, and thus our heroine, Samus Aran, was sent to the planet Zebes to foil their evil plans and save the
galaxy from the wrath of the Metroid. She discovers that the evil Space Pirate organization is also researching
another lethal biotechnology known as "Phazon," and thus sets out to single-handedly bring down their
terrorist efforts. This was a ruse created by the creature Gorea who was imprisoned by the Alimbics. The
bounty hunters fight and defeat Gorea but return empty handed. Edit Metroid Prime II: In her final battle on
SR, Samus witnessed the birth of a Metroid hatchling. As a result, the creature bonded with Samus and
adopted her as its mother. Samus decided it best to return this infant -- the last known Metroid in the universe
-- to the Federation for future research. The galaxy was at peace The Space Pirates, led by the ferocious
Ridley, attacked the Metroid research facility and stole the specimen, returning it to the planet Zebes. Samus
returned to Zebes in an attempt to rescue the Metroid, but in the final battle, the creature selflessly gave its life
so that Samus could defeat the evil Zebesian leader, Mother Brain, once and for all. The last Metroid was lost,
and the Space Pirates were defeated. During a routine planetary expedition, Samus came into contact with an
unknown organism on the surface of SR Although interesting, the encounter was never considered to be a
threat. Later, while escorting the B. Her prognosis for survival was slim. Apparently, the Metroid is the natural
predator of the X organism on SR, thus a vaccine created from a surviving Metroid cell culture was injected to
fight the remaining traces of the X parasite within her body. This predatory relationship has allowed the
Metroid vaccine to both cure Samus and grant her immunity to all X parasite attacks. In fact, Samus is now
able to regenerate her energy levels simply by absorbing these otherwise lethal X parasites. The Metroid
hatchling had saved her life once again. As Samus awoke from her comatose state, a distress signal was
already being received from the B. Samus wasted no time in boarding her ship and plotting a course to
investigate
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7: Metroid Fusion (Metroid Recon)
metroid fusion Not long after the destruction of Mother Brain and the Space Pirates on planet Zebes, Samus finds
herself assisting the Galactic Federation with a routine excavation of an area on planet SR - former home of the parasitic
Metroid lifeforms.

American Cover Japanese Cover The Metroid series skipped the Nintendo 64 era, so they made up it in with
the release of two Metroid titles on the same day. One of them was Metroid Prime, a fully 3D first person
shooter developed by the American team Retro Studios, which at the time was met with skepticism. This has
an unfortunate side effect though â€” they were the natural predators of the X virus, who have since
proliferated and infected Samus. Almost near death, she is only saved thanks to an injection of Metroid DNA.
As she leaves the facility, she receives another distress call â€” while she is cured, theX has run rampant
throughout the Federation research station, infecting and destroying anything that comes near it. There are
colored hatches, but they are unlocked via security rooms, rather than being opened by weaponry. The game
plays similar to Super Metroid, but with a number of tweaks and control enhancements, many due to the lesser
amount of buttons on the Game Boy Advance, but most of which work in its favor. You no longer need to hit
the Select button to cycle through weapons â€” just hold down the R button to activate missiles, then fire.
Similarly, hold R when in Morph Ball mode to drop super bombs. The nicest addition is the ability to grab
onto ledges, which makes platforming much easier. However, not everything was carried over from Super.
The grappling hook is gone, as is the X-ray Visor Super Bombs have an effect of showing some hidden stuff.
Some of the more unusual abilities, like the dropping several bombs after charging your weapon, as well as the
Crystal Flash healing skill, are gone too. Reserve tanks are gone too, as they probably seemed redundant. This
aspect is fairly quickly forgotten, though, once you obtain the power-up that lets her survive in low
temperatures. Now, Super Metroid had an intro text scroll, but it was fairly short, and any further text basically
disappeared until the ending. In Fusion, this type of narration is constant throughout. Samus is paired up with
an AI commander, who she names Adam after a previous compatriot of hers, who will instruct her to next
goal. This is compared to Super Metroid, which had map rooms but also made you wander around before you
found them. Super Metroid was restrictive at points, but it also organically led you in the right direction, and
let you wander off course if you wanted. Fusion barely gives you any such freedom. It does work mostly in the
same manner though, in that it will often stick you in small areas and force you to look for hidden stuff in
order to advance. This results in far less opportunities for sequence breaking, though there are a couple, one of
which the designers even anticipated and including a hidden message from Adam if you achieve it. To be fair,
Fusion gives less and less direct guidance as the game goes one. How do you anthropomorphize a virus? Easy
â€” by making it like the baddie from The Thing, the movie by John Carpenter, in allowing it to absorb and
take whatever shape it wants. The best moments of the game are when you encounter the SA-X. The AI
commander warns you, under no circumstances are you to engage it, because it will absolutely destroy you. At
some points, you just need to sit still until it passes; in others, you need to stun it and scramble past it in order
to find a hiding place, and eventually safety. The game is also more action focused. Both Samus and the
enemies move faster, and enemy attacks inflict more damage. To counterbalance this, every defeated foe will
unleash a form of the virus, which can absorbed by Samus to either increase health or missiles, depending on
its color. In many of those cases, simply having enough health or missiles was enough to defeat him, but here,
you really need to understand their patterns in order to uncover their vulnerabilities. The most harrowing battle
against Nightmare, a biomechanical being whose weakpoint is so precariously placed that you need to coax it
into the right position to be able to attack it consistently without taking damage. However, the battles actually
get easier as the game goes on. For all of the build-up of how powerful the SA-X is, the actual fight against it
is rather rote. A special mention must be made of both the graphics and the spritework. Compared to the other
Metroid games, which all took place on dark planets, Fusion takes place on a space station â€” a common
trope in other sci-fi games, but given the different biomes of the facility, gives it more visual variation. Owing
to the lack of a backlight on the original GBA models, the visual style is also much brighter and colorful. The
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boss designs are all fantastic too, especially the creepy Nightmare, whose faces slowly begins oozing as you
knock off its armor. The only downside is that the main theme, a heroic little tune, is played a little too often.
The main issue with Metroid Fusion is the same one for every beloved franchise which deviates from an
established formula. Since the earlier Metroid games were so focused on exploration, if you take so much of
that away, is it really a Metroid game? This is even seen in the way that the computer asks you if you
understand each and every objective if you say no, it simply repeats itself. However, the disappointment can
largely be felt due to the circumstances of its release. At the time, there were very few other similar games,
outside of the portable Castlevania games that Konami was releasing. In the subsequent years, the
Metroidvania subgenres became more popular, especially in the Western indie development scene, making
these games more prevalent, especially seeing how they embrace the exploratory titles of the older games
rather than shying away from it. Other M, which was met with much more disappointment. The Japanese
release, published a few months later in early , adds in both easier and harder difficulty modes. Additionally,
as in previous games, you get different pictures of Samus, either in our out of her power suit, based on both
your item found percentage and your completion time. These were drawn by Kenji Ishikawa, who also
illustrated the manga being serialized in Monthly Magazine Z at the time. Some of the enemy names are
different too:
8: Story - Metroid Prime Wiki Guide - IGN
Metroid Fusion, also known as Metroid 4 or Metroid IV, is the fourth game in the Metroid www.enganchecubano.com
was released for the Game Boy Advance in and was released on the Nintendo 3DS's Virtual Console on December
16th, , exclusively to members of the Nintendo 3DS Ambassador program, which takes advantage of the console's price
drop (August ).

9: Metroid Prime Cheats, Codes, and Secrets for GameCube - GameFAQs
This video shows gameplay in Metroid Prime for the GameCube, featuring the Fusion Suit bonus unlockable. To use the
Fusion Suit, you must clear Metroid Prime once.
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